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COUNCIL BLASTS CORE 
" Sailors Tim Glutz, Charles Dahlenberg, Chris Coffing, and Randy 
Simi get boat ready to start off the season. 
Sailors Ope~Spring Season 
The Xavier Sailing Club will season. We have several newmem-
open its spring season this week- hers with a great deal of experience 
end at Indiana University, Bloom- and ability and several others who 
ington, Ind. Also competing in the are learning fast. Our crew is ship-
1. U. Invitational will be Iowa . shape and ready to win. 
State, Wooster, Notre Dame, and 
DePauw. The regatta will be sailed This year's spring season in-
with slooped rigged flying juniors eludes regattas hosted by Univer-
on Lake Lemon. sity of Cincinnati, Southern 
The team has been in training 
on its home waters for several 
weeks now. The veterans have been 
refining their own skills at sailing 
while instructing the new members. 
Coach Steve Schultz says, "I expect 
much 11ucce1111 for our team this 
Illinois, Xavier, Indiana Univer-
sity, Iowa University, and Ohio 
University. This season, the team 
will be in uniform for the first 
time. Through the bookstore, the 
club has ordered team shirts and 
sweaters bearing the club insignia. 
SDS Outlines Program 
By DENNY REPENNING, News Reporter 
Savage summed up his list or 
By PAT KELLEY, News Reporter 
Last Sunday the Student Council expressed its 
opinion against the University's proposed core cur-
riculum change. In six separate votes, the Council 
adopted five of the six recommendations by the Pro-
posed · Curriculum Change Committee of Student 
Council, chairmaned by Sandy Smith (Pres. '70). 
The following is the five point 
stand of the Council on the Pro-
posed Curriculum; it will be sub-
mitted to- the University's Aca-
demic Council: 
1) That the proposed core cur-
riculum change be scrapped for a 
more realistic and a more signifi-
cantly valuable system of educat-
ing the Jesuit Profile Student; 
2) That R. 0. T. C. should not 
be part of the core cirruculum, be-
cause by the very nature of its 
courses, it has no academic value; 
3) That the core courses be 
taught by the more experienced 
and better professors in courses 
where this is not done. This is rec-
ommended simply because the core 
courses should be, by their very 
nature, the ones which give the 
student a solid liberal background. 
They should not be occupational 
vac_iincies for graduate assistants; 
4) That the core courses be 
made more relevant to the student, 
and the time in which he lives. 
Thus theology, philosophy, his-
tory, and English literature should 
relate to the contemporary student; 
5) That in recommending the 
abolltion or the proposed core 
change, it be remembered the com-
promising manner In which it was 
adopted. This is not the caliber of 
thinking which the Jesuit Profile or 
a Student would seek. 
The University's proposed cur-
riculum is as follows: Philosophy, 
15 credit hours; Theology, 12 c. 
hrs; English Composition, 3 c.hrs; 
R.O.J.C., 6 c.hrs; Science Module, 
12 c. hrs. ( These 12 hours would 
be made from any of the following 
subjects, Mathematics, Chemistry, 
Physics, Biology, and Experimen-
tal Psychology.); Humanities, 12 
c.hrs. (made up from Literature, 
Fine Arts, Advanced Languages, 
Communication Arts, and Philos-
ophy); Social Science, 12 c. hrs. 
(History, Political Science, Eco-
nomics, Sociology, Psychology, 
Education, Business, and Geogra-
phy); Modern Language, 9 c.hrs. 
The major would consist of a miir 
imum study of 45 credit hours. 
The total proposed curriculum 
core would consist of 81 credit 
hours compared to the present 86 
credit hours. 
The Core Curriculum Commit-
. tee's report discussed both the fav-
orable and unfavorable points of 
the proposed Core. A few of the 
Council members did not heartily 
approve of all of the arguments. 
This was evident by the defeat of 
one of the six original recommeir 
dations which stated that "English 
Composition should be an ac-
quired skill for incoming Fresh-
men This should not be a course 
for which the student gets credit, 
much less a part of the core curric-
XU, Dayton in Discussion 
The FAST talk of Friday, 
March 15, saw a speculative pre-
view of one of the most contro-
versial organizations ever formed 
on the Xavier campus. 
The "founding fathers" of Xav-
ier's chapter of Students for a Dem-
ocratic Society - Tim Savage, Jim 
Hickey, and Dan "O'Dell" Smith -
revealed to an unusually large 
audience the means and goals of 
SOS: education of the student body, 
communication of"ideas, and pos-
itive action taken to implement 
change within the university as 
well as the social sphere. General 
areas of activity will consist in 
American foreign policy, problems 
within American society, and prob-
lems within the university com-
munity. 
seemingly jusUftable grlevBnct;8 by A panel discus·sion, "Philosophy 
staUng, "The real problemlleswith·, and the Magesterium," will be held 
In the roundaUon or a university: •Sunday, March 24, at Our Lady 
the administration and the alumni. of Cincinnati College, by the local 
They seem to have dee~seated. chapter or the American Philosoph-
vlews or an era that has quickly lcal Association. 
Seman, will meet two professors 
from Xavier University, Fr. Frank 
Oppenheim, S.J. and Fr. Ralph 
Bastian. Ulick and Seman were 
involved in the conflict over free 
~eech at Dayton last year. 
Tim Savage, Junior class vicc-
president and the chief organizer 
of SOS, related to the audience a 
great many or the problems facing 
the student body. "We believe that 
the student should have a voice, 
at all times, in determining univer-
sity policy. The university should 
have no control over the personal 
life or habits of the student." Tim 
continued his attack on the admin-
istration by his comments on the 
unlversity's right of censorship. 
"The concept of prior censorship," 
said Tim, "is totally foreign to the 
principles of a unlverslty, and Is 
more. at home in a fascist state." 
paned them by. Ha change is to 
come about, it will come only from 
within the ranks or the student 
body. It ls only us who are still 
able to gather up enough courage 
and Idealism to buck the system 
and to change it." 
Smith's speech surveyed such 
issues as drugs, civil rights, eco-
nomics, and foreign policy. The 
Unlted States, claimed O'Dell, is 
pursuing an unjustifiable imperial-
istic aggression in South Viet Nam, 
and "those sharing the conviction 
have the right to express their op-
position" SOS, in all probability 
"will sponsor demonstrations in the. 
Cincinnati area, peace vigils on 
campus, distribution of literature, 
and the bringing of speakers to the 
campus." 
What, then, will provide success 
for SOS? The answer given by all 
three speakers was that success can 
only come through the efforts of 
the student body. Tim Savage per-
haps best said it with his appeal 
to the student body "to organize 
and come together en mase, for 
only if we voice our cry together 
1;an we be heard." 
Two professors from the Uni- The discussion begins at 2:30. 
versity of Dayton, Professor Law- No admission. 
rence Ulick Rnd Professor Paul 
'!'he Jimi Hendrix Exper'fonee will perform in concert at the Xavier 
l''icldhousc on JI.larch 28 at 7:00 and 9:~rn p.m. 
ulum." The committee's report had 
reasoned that "if incoming fresh-
men do not know how to write, 
then either they should take the 
course without counting it for the 
core requirements, or they should 
not be admitted." Sandy Smith fur-
ther suggested that the English 
composition course could be inte-
grated with a literature course. 
The three points favoring the 
new Core Curriculum as expressed 
in the Committee's report were, 
that it allows for the business 
school to guide students into taking 
certain courses and not others to 
fulfill requirements; that it provides 
for wider selection of courses, and 
more freedom in this selection; 
along with this point is the reduc-
tion in the number of core hours, 
allowing time for more selectivity. 
But, the committee believed that 
the points disfavor! ng the proposed 
Core Curriculum more than out-
weighed the benefits. The report 
stated that the proposed Curricu-
lum was a matter of compromise. 
"When it was drawn up, no de-
partment (except theology) was 
completely satisfied ... H this is ' 
the case, how can the students ob-
tain a good liberal background 
when even the educators them-
selves feel that the approach is one 
of compromise\" 
The report continued, "Reducing 
the number of hours gives the poor 
students better opportunity to take 
easier courses .• Cl9sely alligned 
with this and perhaps the strongest 
point against the proposed core is 
that there is a selection of courses 
which are blatantly not as academ-
ically significant, as well taught, 
or as liberalizing as other courses." 
The position of the ·Council 
against mandatory R.O. T.C. was 
stated at their last meeting. As a 
result, they could not see the place-
ment of the course as part of the 
core curriculum. The report stated 
that, .:!The course, from an aca-
demic point of view, does not have 
educational merit in terms of the 
Jesuit Profile of a Student." 
It was felt that Philosophy and 
Theology do fit the Jesuit Profile, 
but that it was hoped that the 
courses would be made more rel-
evant to the student's life than they 
presently are. 
Sandy Smith expressed the feel-
ing that the evaluation of the im-
portance of dlfferenct 
portance of different courses in 
relation to one another was rather 
poor. He said, "The Jesuit Profile 
seeks to provide a background in 
the sciences and the humanities, 
as well as in Theology and Phil-
osophy. Dr. Meister put it well 
when he said that the Core Curric-
ulum should not be something that 
the student regards as 'that to be 
gotten over with.' " 
Smith closed the report by stat-
ing that, "Xavier cannot be all 
things to all men. But if any at-
tempt is to be made at achieving 
this, it must be made in an effec-
tive Core Curriculum." 
'I11e Energetic XU German Club 
is holding its initiation this Sunday 
at 8:00 in Old North Hall. The 
New members of the Club will be' 
inducted into the club with the timc-
honorcd ceremonies. All thefncuity 
are cordially invited to attend and 
witness the affair. 
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University - Dissenters 
= Artificiality 
In the past, students impatient with the slow pace 
of change within the university tended to give up in 
frustration, ~ud e.nd up either walling themselves up 
in their studies, or transferring. With theestablishment 
of SDS, this drain may slow. The organization pro-
, vides a focusing point for students who share SDS 
views, and an example for more moderate dissenters. 
The sense of hopelessness that has formerly hit stu-
dents and others in approaching the administration 
may eventually disappear. · 
No campus is complete without its share of con-
servatives and dissenters. The necessity of daily meet-
ing persons of differing viewpoints can polarize issues 
if ·the attitudes are too extreme, but not so easily as 
when the oppositon is distant. Properly handled, it 
can make both parties refine their arguments and 
see the shades of grey in between the white and black. 
An imbalance of either can lead to artificiality in 
university life, a situation in which the UC basketball 
game can become the most significant happening on 
campus, or a theology curriculum can become a set 
of courses in apologetics. 
' We have had the_ conservatives for years. The 
liberals have been leaving for years. With both, we -
can have a realistic intellectual community. 
-MJH 
Academe Revisited 
The statement below bv the Vcrv Rev.' R:1tricll A. Donohoe, S.J., 
president of the U11iversit)• of Sa11ia Clara, appeared in the Oct. 20 
issue of the student newspaper, The Santa Clara. 
It is i11 answer to telegrams. telephone calls, letters and personal 
uisits from Santa Clam Alumni and others protesting the University's 
spo11sorship and participation in the Chrislian-klarxist Dialog11e held 
011 the campi1s Oct. 1 7-19. 
Although Father Donohoe'.~ statement is in direct response lo the 
protesters o{ 'the conference, we have reprinted it as a guest editorial 
because o{ its 1uide1· implications 011 the issue of academic freedom. 
If ever we- sought dramatic evidence to validate 
George Bernard Shaw's cynical assertion that a 
Catholic university is an impossibility, we would have 
to look 'no further than the ranks of those who once 
attended Santa Clara. Not all, of course, nor even 
- most, but it is undeniable that a goodly cross-section 
of our Alumni friends ,.think and demand that the 
University be a controlled experiment utterly divorced 
from the world of reality. 
Thus, each time that the University proposes a 
program which involves ideas or positions different 
from or hostile to other ideas and positions, the vocal 
minority raises an elephantine hue. Antiseptically pure 
of ideas themselves, they cannot distinguish between 
dialogue and espousal. 
The University is not a planet spun off from the 
world. It is part of the world and its formal work is 
preparation for the world. It would be false to itself 
and to its clients if it failed to ready its graduates 
for a non-sanitized existence. 
At the time that the University was in its infancy, 
Cardinal Newman: wrote: 
".For why do we educate, except to prepare for the world? Why do 
we cultivate the intellect of the many beyo11d the first eleme11ts of /mow/-
edge, except for the world? If tlze11 a u11iuersity is a direct preparatio11 
for this world, let it be what is professes. It is 11ot a co11ve11t, it is 11ot 
a seminary; it is a place to fit me11 of the world for the world. We 
ca1111ot possibly lleep them Ji·om plu11gi11g i11to the world with all its 
ways and pri11ciples and maxims, wizen their time comes; but we ca11 
prepare them agai11st what is i11evitable; a11d it is 11ot the way to leam 
to swim iii troubled waters never to have go11e into them." 
Newman's r'E:lcommendations 'are as true today as 
when he wrote his schemata for a university in 1853. 
For myself, Birchism and its multiple variants are 
more destructive of human freedom than the crudest 
form of Marxism. The great American totalitarianism 
is economic rather than philosophical. It . turns off 
support when the academic institution refuses to 
ccknuckle under." · 
How is it that men and women who have no re-
liable credentials for curricula planning, suddenly 
interpose themselves in the intellectual arena where 
ideas are measured,· not by personal income, but by 
validity? Have they so little confidence in the world 
of American .academe that they really think that a 
talk by an accomplished Marxist can convert- to 
Communism an American sophomore· or senior? If 
this were so, the American proposition must indeed 
be vulnerable. I am quite certain it is not. 
Call them what you wish, "Minute Men" or other 
---·---·-·····--·----~ ··-· -- ............ _ .. ··-·-·· 
«tt~ M_ac, /e.+s ~Qv'e... 
so rne., 'nrs H f\1 i S I , 
on +he -rocks "> 
- . -· -~-- ..... ___ .. ' 
_"':.··.-:;-:•.-.:..:;:::: .... ·, 
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' 'Convince 
Us" 
To the Editor of the News: 
J.C.A. 's editorial of March 15 
challenged the accuracy ofM. Boy-
lan's statement that the XU student 
body is footing the bill for the ath-
letic program. Perhaps J.C.A. 's 
argument would have been more 
convincing had he provided statis-
tics indicating the source of income 
for the athle~lc program and the 
various areas in which this income 
is spent. It would be very interest-
ing to find out the extent to which 
the athletic program is subsidized 
by the University, and exactly how 
much money is coming from each 
student's pocket. It might prove 
interesting also to compare the 
amount of money given in athletic 
scholarships with that given in aca-
demic scholarships. ' 
J.C.A. should convince us of the Published weekly durin1 Ille 1ehGGI ye1r eseept duriac ueattOD and euminati" 
'eriod1 by Xavier Uniur1ity, Bamilloa Co.aty, lhaiutoa. Cineinnati. Obio 4520'7 soundness of his argument before 
12.00 par ,.ur he calls for our unqualified support 
Entered u aeeond el111 atatt•r Octobe .. lHt, at Ille Poll Office at Cln1illaeta. 
Ohio, ud•r &h .&ct ol March 1, 1871. of the athletic program. 
"Big Brother" types, it is high time that the forces 
of irrationalism and "know what's better for you" 
movements are exposed for what they are - irration-
alists, inhumanists. They seek a world. that never was 
and never could be. They want it neat, packaged and, 
above all, sanitized. But the worlq is not that way. 
It is cluttered, pluralistic, and disease-ridden - medi-
cally, socially, and politically. When the University 
points this out, it is not recommending acceptance; 
it is urging solution and cure. · 
My generation - the generation of the "old grad" 
- is out of tune with today's undergraduate. Products 
of the 'twenties,' 'thirties,' and 'forties,' they read the 
times as though everything stopped when World War 
II ended in 1945. Today's collegian regards World 
War II as something somewhat closer than the War 
of Jenkin's Ear. But it does not relate to today's 
undergraduates. 
The essence of today's academic scene, whether 
you are discussing faculty or students, is the fact 
that neither administration nor trustees stand in "loco 
parentis." Paternalism is blessedly dead. Differently, 
but in a sense, identically, f acuity and students want 
ad~lt participation in the life and planning of the 
institution. Parenthetically, we would like to point out 
that, for the most part, parents have not prepared. 
their offspring for the subject role implicit in 'the "loco 
parentis" concept. Whether this is admirable or other-
wise, I state it simply as a fact. The student, for the 
most part, comes to us, not as a squire, but as a 
knight - an incipient adult who wants to be treated. 
in an adult fashion. I respect this .aspiration because 
I think it is genuine. 
The Catholic University has to grow up. So do 
Catholic alumni and friends of the University. The 
formal work of the institution is not to prepare monks 
and nuns, but citizens of the world - and the world 
is made up of a vast spectrum of ideas ranging from 
· Mao to Robert Welch. 
The .University tries to propose the world as it 
actually is along with.a concomitant critical educated 
appraisal. ·It is not a "crash program" to ~roduce a 
Repyblican, Democrat, ·or Socialist. _ · 
. fn the words of Vatican II (The Church Today): 
(con-:.inued, p.:-~i::;e .:n·· 
J. Cummins 
French Club 
Presents 
Songstress 
Le Cercle Francais of Xavier 
University is sponsoring a French 
po~try and Folk song recital by 
a young Parisian actress, Miss 
Lucienne Letondal this evening 
March 22 in the University Center 
Theater at 8:00 pm. This "Recital 
Poetique" will consist in selections 
from French poets ranging from 
the medleaval verse of Francois 
Villon to the modern verse of Ver-
laine and Louis Aragon. 
At the end of her poetry recital, 
guitar In hand, she will leave the 
stage and Invite the audience to 
join her In singing the beautiful 
songs of French folklore which 
are the origin of purest poetry. 
"We are sponsoring this evenr 
stated John Cassin!, spokesman 
for the organization, " In an effort 
to expand the scope of the French 
Club here on campus and to sup-
plement the growing need for 
French oriented activities In this 
community." 
This year the ~lub has attempted 
to expand Its horizons to Include 
joint activities with the French 
Clubs of the Mo°Unt, O.L.C. and 
Villa. The moderator· of Le Cercle 
Francals, Mr. John'Elck, feelsthat 
'there is enough demand for French 
activities such as this among col-
lege students in Cincinnati If this 
·interest can only be organized and 
directed. 
S~ for all those French speak-
ing students and faculty and com· 
parative folk singing buffs, an 
evening of poe~ry and song are 
yours for only $1.00 this evening 
in the Theater.-
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CHOICE '68. COMING TO XAVIER 
By LINUS BIELIAUSKAS, News.Reporter 
A collegiate . presidential pri-
mary, Involving nearly 2500 col-
leges and several million students, 
wlll be held simultaneously on 
campuses across the country on 
April 24, 1968, including Xavier 
University. 
was highly significant, that when In addition, three referendum 
students express their opinion in- ' questions wlll be included on the 
telligenlly, people a<!ross the nation ballot. Two deal with the country's 
"stop, look, liste!l, and evaluate.• current involvement In Viet Nam, 
He added his belief that a stronger and one with the priorities of gov-
vo~e among the nation's youth ernment spending in confronting 
would favor Democratic candidates the •urban crisis." 
order. The politics 'of the right to- enating the university community 
day are more the politics of"char- as a whole. 
isma" than any, other political wing Xavier's traditional conserva-
on the American scene, and this tlve stance will, of course, play an 
year the gift seems to rest in Ron- important part in the primary, but 
aid Reagan. Any slzea~le student the "charism" of Ronald Reagan Is 
mobilization behind Reagan will . lacking here. In fact, if there is 
do the llberal cause severe damage any leader who seems destined to 
and most campus conservatives lead the student youth, Bobby Ken-
know it. nedy appears to be the one. But 
Choice '88 is being run by a 
Board of Directors composed of 
eleven student leaders, each from 
a different region of the country. 
The Board Is establishing guld~ 
llnes for the Primary, designing 
the ballot and providing overall 
direction and leadership. Adminis-
trative costs are being underwritten 
by TIME magazine as a public 
service. Results of the Primary wlll 
be freely available to all media. 
and policies. Any student currently enrolled 
General reaction from govern- here at XBvler will be eligible to 
ment and academic clrcleahasbeen vote In the Choice '88 election. 
extremely favorable. Letters sup- This Includes graduate, part-time The situation at Xavier Is dlf- in student efforts during this year 
ferent. The campus has no to make Xavier anintellectualcam-
"radlcals" to speak of, II they are pus, a tendency becomes apparent 
taken as violators of "hygienics" toward a more objective appraisal 
and social order. In recem weeks of the Issues. The stigmas of con-
the strength of leftist 1tudenta here servative or radical may drop to 
has grown but within 1omereason- permit an objective appraisal of 
able bounds. Peaceful demo111tra- the issues and make Choice '68 · 
tlons and a new organization of at Xavier a valid synthesis of stu-
SDS have given these students an dent thought. 
porting the project have so far and foreign students. 
Since student dissent over the 
past year has been'directly against 
White House policies - leading 
most observers to believe that the 
student vote wlll be anti-adminis-
tration - there was considerable 
surprise and curiosity that the 
president discussed for nearly an 
hour and a half the students' plan 
for the national primary with 
Choice '68's Board of Directors. 
Nonetheless, the President ex-
preksed to the group his conviction 
that this kind of vote from students 
been lecelved from Senators Rob-
ert Kennedy, Edward Brooke, 
Charles H. Percy, Eugene McCar-
thy, . and former Vice-President 
Richard Nixon, among others. 
Typical of this pattern of favor-
able response was that of Senator 
Joseph D. Tydings, who wrote, 
"Most college students today are 
Infinitely more mature and aware 
ol national and world events than 
were their parents of the same age." 
A slate of thirteen candidates for 
presidency wlll be presented. 'They 
are: Fred Halstead, Mark Hatfield, 
Lyndon Johnson, Robert Ken-
ned:v., . Martin Luther King, John 
Lindsay, Eugene McCarthy, Rich-
ard Nixon, Charles Percy, Ronald 
Reagan, Nelson Rockefeller, Ha.r-
old Stassen, and George Wallace. 
(co?itinued from page 2) 
"While rejecting atheism, root and branch, the Church sincerely 
professes that all men, believers and unbelievers alike, ought to work 
for the rightful betterment of this world in which we live. Such an 
idea cannot be realized, howeve1~ apart from sincere 'and prudent 
dialogue. The Church courteously invite,s atheists to examine the gos-
pel of Christ with an open mind. " In the same document, Vatican II 
says, "By unremitting study they should fit themselves to do their part 
in establishing dialogue with the world and with men of all shades oj' 
opinion. " · 
And in a very human touch in "Pacem in Terris," 
Pope John XX III wrote: · 
"In every human being there is a need that is congenital to his 
nature and never becomes extinguished, one that compels him to break 
through the web of error and open his mind to the knowledge of truth. 
And God will never fail to act on his interior being, with the result 
that a person, who at a given momeTJt of his tile lacks the clarity of 
faith or even shall have adhered to erroneous doctrines, can at a future 
date be enlightened and believe the truth. " 
We sincerely think, therefore, that in bringing to 
campus speakers of various backgrounds and alle-
giances, we are being true to ourselves as a Uni-
versity. We are opposed to no men and we are afraid 
of no ideas. We are confident that our faculty and 
our students are of such a caliber that neither one 
nor the other will be exposed to undue peril. . 
We need the support of Alumni and friends. We 
will, however, never buy it by "knuckling under" 
. nor · compromise the _integrity proper to the life of 
the intellect. · 
T-Group 
Wante• 
. Two weeks ago, George J::der' 
described in the News the Human 
Relations Training Laboratory 
which was conducted on campus 
last semester. Fr. Phil Quinn, S.J., 
and Dr. Marvin Kaplan of the 
XU faculty will organize another 
· group this semester which. will meet 
on Tuesday and Friday afternoons 
from 4:00-5:30 p.m. for seven 
weeks. Interested students will have 
an opportunity to meet with the 
trainers to learn more about the 
program and to . sign up. Those 
interested should leave their name 
at the University Center Desk 
within the next week. 
- P.A.D., S.J. 
DRINK 
THE MILK 
Wl111 THE 
DEUCIOUS 
DIFFERENCE 
IN TASTE! 
"SPORTS CAR MINDED?" 
Come ou& to our anlque aper&a car center aa• ••• 
I. SELL .J'OlJ& CAR • . . 
z. BUY ONE OF OlJRS, NEW oa lJSED • • • .... 
3. RAVE lJS SERVICE 'l'OVa IM•OliTED llEAlJIT. 
Oar repatalloa 11 lla1td •• ..,.re, dedlcatd .11mc1 '" 
ALL a11111 aa4 aod•ll et latort•• .. r1. 'l'rr u ........ 
AUTOSPORT, INC. 
Cincinnati'• E%cluait1e A.I/a Romeo Oea~r 
9635 Moatromerr Roat · •boa• 7tl·llH 
0,111 M1r.•1r, Wff...-,, eM fr,., 'tll t P.M, 
One of the most heated battles, 
both here and on the national 
scene, will be between the "radicals" 
and the "conservatives," both on 
the Viet Nam referendums and the 
choices for president. Nationally, 
the conservatives are favored. The 
radicals have been vilified by the 
press and Congress for their noisy 
activism, scored by the majority of 
their classmates more concerned 
with campus affairs, and lambasted 
from the pulpit fOlj their fiowing 
locks and sundry other hygienic 
offenses. Their views, sound as 
they appear to them to be, remain 
largely Ignored, and their protests, . 
have disintegrated Into displays of 
cynicism and emotional diatribes 
aimed at the Establishment. 
C~nseirvatives are dedicated to 
the democratic process and their 
power does not entail the leftist 
course of direct and militant social 
intervention regardless of law and 
outlet for their views without all-
People in the News 
· XU's SBP R. T. Jospeh set a 
new record last week when he went 
FOUR days without shaving. The 
Rapport man who can't seem to 
sit still is off for New York this 
weekend for another conference, 
much to the dismay of the Pleas-
ant Ridge female community. . . 
Latest News staff position Is Art 
Director, a job awarded to Paul 
Maler for his "clipping artistry." 
. . . Newsman Matt Hayes won 
the .Washerwoman of the Week 
Award last. week for the second 
time .... University Center Direc-
tor Bob LaMonte Is back Inaction 
after undergoing an appendectomy 
at Good Samaritan Hospital. . . . 
Plaudits are also in order for Dr. 
Albert Andreson who was recently · 
awarded the Freedom Foundation 
Award for his Operation Youth 
program. This Is the third time 
that Dr. Anderson has won the 
Foundation'!l'top award. 
~.,<f 1'®11.flB tlt~JJl.<f 
PRESENTS: 
JOHN fRIO:~PllYBDY BAND 
Judy In Disguise-1 •. 1 ... llllllAID , ... 4 weeks! 
MARCH 24 • 2 big shows 
EXTRA: THE WILD LIFE I 
This is what I was made for 
COLUMBIA Records Release 
Tickets 1!1291-310 will' not be 
honored at the Round Table. 
You must be able to produce 3 pieces of identification of 18 upon request at door . 
::.~/(~/:'.::::;·;:: :/:·:::'.\; :~j~~;~iJ!i!]j!ij;/;j!)~!:'.:!!!~i~:j::;;ij· ··.·. . .. .. . ·::::. 
B~:!l';ft~ 
the·o11e With.>··.•· .. : :· .. /< : "pe~111Y; '.i)~~~\j 
I 
Blind dates are a chance. But you can always depend on • · 
refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of. 
That's w~y things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. . 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati 
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On the National Front 
THE NCAA TRAVELS TO LA 
By PETE FITZGERALD, News Sports Reporter 
The preliminaries are· over, the strong has pre-
vailed, and the four best from their. own respective 
regions battle it out for the big prize for the NCAA 
Championship in L.A. 
to help Alcindor more than he did 
the last time. 
The Bruins to win must do two 
things: effectively press Houston, 
give Alclndor help on the boards. 
3. North Carolina - the Tar 
The 4 remaining teams are: against Houston is the quality of Heels have another fine team but 
Houston (31-0), UCLA (27-1), N. opposition. notoneofthedepthofeltherUCLA 
Carolina (27-3), and Ohio State 2. U.C.L.A. - th~ Bruins will or Houston. They are led by All-
( 20. 7 ). Of the 4 teams, Houston, be out after blood- Cougar blood. American Larry Miller and sup-
UCLA, and N. Carolina are The BRUINS are 57-1 since Lew ported by Charlie Scott and 6'10" 
ranked in the top 5, 1st, 2nd, and Alclndor arrived at U.C.L.A. They Rusty Clark. One factor that Is 
4th respectively. And you can't will be playing In their home city going to hurt N. Car~lina Is 
underestimate the Ohio State Buck- which will be a great help to them. fatigue. They had to battle through 
eye's even a little. Any team that NCAA champs in 1964, 1965,and · the Atlantic Coast Conference 
can beat Kentucky on Its home 1967 they are the dominating team Tournament and then the NCAA 
court when a title is at stake Is a of college basketball over the past Eastern regional beating Da\,1ld-
team to be reckoned with. Ken- 5 years. Their team hinges around son 70-66 for the title .. They were 
tucky's record at home since 1950 7'3" (that's right) Lew Alclndor. among the final four last year 
was a staggering 214-28. Lew's stats are not as Impressive when they lost to the Cinderella 
1. Houston . ...- The number 1 as Elvin Hayes, but Lew is still Dayton team. Lightnlngmay strike 
ranked Cougars are an explosive the player on whose shoulders the twice. 
team led by incredible Elvin game wlll be decided .. If he has 4. Ohio State-Steady but un-
Hayes. Hayes Is backed up by a another game like he did against spectacular is the way to describe 
fine supporting cast that includes Houston in January the Bruins Ohio State. They don't Impress 
6-5 guard Don Chaney a good ball are in trouble. He must play his you they just beat you. They have 
handler, fine shooter, and a tena- game. Games are won by the 7 a rugged front line of Dave Sor-
cious defender. At center ls 6-9 footers. They control the gameand renson, BUI Hoskett, and Steve 
Ken Spain, who did such a fine it is up to Alclndor to control this Howell. Hoskett and Howell are 
job on Alclndor the last time they game. He controlled last year and in addition fine outside shooters. 
met. Spain Is a steady player you the Bruins easily defeated Houston In fact the whole Ohio State team 
don't notice much but one who Is 73-58. Alcindor is the key. Ably ·is a· fine shooting team, setting a 
With a break in the weather last Tuesday, the XU baseball team 
readied ·itself for the _opener next Friday, March 29, against Bowling 
Green. Here pitchers Jim Ryan (left) and Jerry Federle (right) practice 
the forceout play to stellar third baseman Tom Higgins. 
Intramural Notes 
By RON- MOENING, News Sports Reporter 
The Intramural Basketball Program rounded the 
home stretch last week as three new league champions 
were crowned and an important protest was resolved. 
. effective and gets the job done. At backing up Lew are as a fine a Big Ten record for shooting per-
one forward is 6-7 Theodis Lee. pair of guards that you'll find, centage _ 513. Ohio State, also, 
He compliments Hayes perfectly. Lucius Allen and Mike Warren. is no stranger to the NCAA 
Lee is averaging 14 pts. a game Quick, aigle, and good shooters tourney. 
and 9 rebounds. they are very dangerous when. a Predictions. 
The Cougars, as every sport team tries to collapse around Al-
fan knows, rely on Elvin Hayes, clndor. However, Allen and War- 1. Houston over UCLA -
the Big E, to get the job done for ren'il key job will be on defense rather Elvin over everybody. 
them. And what a job he's done. not on offense. They are going to 2. Ohio State over North Car-
Hayes, College's Player of' the have to more effectively press ollna - they'll keep right on sur-
In the "A" Independent Eastern 
League, Gep's Gang, led by Ken 
Zuk's 17 points, ran roughshod 
over the cellar-dwelllng Unsink-
able& by the score of 55-28. The 
Champs finished at 5-0, with the 
Court Jesters running second at 
3-2. 
Woody Prinz pumped In 13 
points to pace the Action Kids to 
a 26-13 win over the Invaders, 
In the hotly-contested "A" Dor-
mitory National League race, the 
Zodiac Cosmic Sounds used Bill 
Cahill 's 11 points to grind out a 
26-24 win over the Mother Truck-
ers. 
Using the Intramural Hand-
book as their guide, a three man 
board decided to uphold the pro: 
test filed by the Raiders of the 
Coastal League. 
Year, by a landslide vote, has Houston. They can't let Hayes get prising. · 
done everything possible, (and set with the ball. At the forwards NCAA champion: Houston _ 
·sometimes everything Impossible), are Mike Lynn and Lynn Schackle- I look for Elvin Hayes to continue 
a man can do to help his team. ford. Schackleford ls a deadly his fantastic play and give the 
He ls averaging 38 pts. a game, outside shooter and hekilled Houi- Cougars the championship. P.S. 
21 rebounds, a .569 shooting ton with his outside shooting in last Elvin Hayes needs 80 points to 
clinching the "A" Dormltor)'p.------------. 
American League title. The In-
vaders had difficulty finding the 
range, which accounted for their 
poor offensive showing. One bright 
spot for the losers was the 7 points 
tossed in by Ru~s Lones . . average, and a knack for making years NCAA's. Mike Lynn ls an become the all-time leader In col-
the clutch basket. His 2 free throws effective rebounder but he will have leRlate 'scorinl(. helped Houston defeat U.C.L.A. __ .;..;.. _______ ...;_ ___ ..:;:::;;;;.;;....;,;;;::;;;;::.; ___________________ _ 
this year. Hayes can hit from 25 
feet out one play and the next play 
pound the offensive board for 2 
points. On defense he ls equally a 
spectacular. Against U.C.L.A., he 
blocked 3 of Alclndor's first 4 
shots. Hayes is listed at 6'8" and 
220 but a more accurate measure 
is 6'10", 235. 
A major factor that may very 
well kill Houston Is the fact that 
their play-making guard George 
Reynolds is ineligible for NCAA 
play. But instead it seemed to spur 
Houston on to greater heights as 
they breezed through the Mid West 
regional, defeating Loyola of 
Chicago 94-76, Louisville (no. 8 
In the country) 91-75, and Texas 
Christian 103-69. The big rap 
~I MACHINE 
GIVES YOU TOTAL 
ENVIRONMENT! 
In a dark room the I 
MACHINE travels with you 
beyond plain walls into a 
bursting rainbow of color 
change/ With twinkle· 
strobe effect, 200 sq. 
ft. of wall and ceiling 
area dissolve into a 
panorama of movlne 
colors and shapes. 
You never see the 
same combinations 
repeated. Nothin1 
ldditional to pur· 
chase. With music 
the I MACHINE 
is a unique new 
-audio·visual 
pleasure. 
$995 pp. 
+ 1.00 handling 
THE I COMPANY 0~'· 
Box 5005 •Pittsburgh. Pa. 15206 
.'..:· 
.. · ... ·,:. 
When you look at your own future ... 
and wonder which way is up • . . think of 
today's vital growth inqustry ... Banking. 
And when you're thinking of Banking, 
look the progressive way ... look to · 
Central National Bank of Cleveland. 
At Central we want graduates with vision 
and positive upward mobility who desire 
an opportunity to enter the exciting 
world of finance. 
.To discuss which way is up, check with 
your Placement Office and arrange for a 
visit with our representative or send 
this coupon. 
' --- --------.......... -- -.. ----- .......... -.. --- .. ------ .. -.. --...... ----...... -.... -.. -........ -................... -.. -.. -............ --- ................ -........ -...... --......... .. 
' 
Mr. Ronald s:·venckua 
Coordinator, College Recruiting 
Central National Bank o( Cleveland 
123 Weat Proepect Avenue• Cleveland, Ohio 44101 
Please send me inlonnation on your management c:andidate prolJram. 
Name _______________ Phone (oncampua) ______ _ 
School ______________ Major _________ _ 
· .... -... --................ -- -- .. -............ -.... -.. -...................... --- ...................... -............... -.................................... -................. -............................... .' 
Central National Bank of Cleveland 
BiC Fini Point 25• 
'91.·mJ 
D11plte 
fiendish tortun 
drnamlc BIC Duo 
writes first ame, 
111ryam11 
sac's rugged pair of 
stick pens wins again 
in unending war 
against ball-point 
skip, clog and smear. 
Despite horrible 
punislunent by ·mad 
scientists, Die still 
writes first time, every 
time. And no wonder. 
a1c's "Dyamite" Ball 
is the hardest metal 
made, encased in a 
solid brass nose cone. 
Will not skip, clog 
or smear no matter 
what devilish abuse 
is devised for them 
by sadistic students. 
Get the d)'llamic 
arc Duo at your 
campus store now. 
. WAlllllAllollC NI CllP. 
llf&NU. Cllll. 
I 
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A Moment With Murray 
By JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
/' -
"We certainly hope that the baseball team continues become his assistant coach at Pitt, but Coach Bob 
the dominence over UC that our football and basket- reniged because he had made an oral agreement 
ball teams have enjoyed this past year, and that they before he took the XU job with Coach Krajack that 
receive another NCAA bid," said Father Ratterman he would stay on for at lea~t two years. 
at the basketball banquet two weeks ago. 
-So he turned down a coaching job in his home 
It seemed very antilogical that he should utter town, with one of his best friends, and a salary ex-
those words when, just a week previous, he issued an . ceeding three times that of his present one. And if a 
order stating 1) ten games were to be canceled from reluctant Carmody had not begged off the Pitt mentor-
the schedule 2) only eighteen players are permitted to ship, a vacancy would have been left at Dulce, and 
make the soutllern trip, instead of the usual 21 3) all Vic Bubis would has asked Watson to come down 
single home games are to start at 3:30, instead of· there and he would have again said no. 
3:00, and 4) if any player misses a class before the ' ~ 
southern trip he will not be allowed to make the trip Coach Watson, who always gives a pat on the 
· back when a job is well done, and is just as fervent 
When .I approached Father with a no back-down stand when he feels he is right 
Ratterman, in order to find out his or is put on the spot, lives by these words, "It is not 
reason for such drastic actions, he only what you know that counts but who you know." 
said in his own iniminable diplo- * * * * * * * * 
matic way, "I'm too busy today; 
go see Mr. Mccafferty. I only 
---··"·~ have one side presented then, and 
FR. RATTERMAN, S.J. it is probably the only side. 
At first the players were disheartened, and were 
thinking about ·quiting. But then Coach Joe Hawk 
called a· meeting, and "We agreed to give 1003 effort 
this coming season no matter what the obstacles." 
The schedule has been somewhat compromised -
six games were chopped off - and is now fixed at 
34 games. The games that were lifted were the second 
game of six double headers. "I promised those schools 
the games, and have a contract to play. Now I h~te 
to go back on my word," sighed ·Coach Hawk. 
The order does not seem very feasible at all. Coach 
Hawk has his reasons for being skeptical also: "Our 
southern trip has never before been counted on our 
schedule until this year. UC, Kent State, and Miami 
don't count their trips as part of their schedule. On 
the second point of the order he said, ·"Every year 
we have at least a couple injuries down south, and 
An interesting sidelight to Tom Rohling's winning 
the Earl Loftus Memorial Award for the Most Im-
proved Player comes from Coach Bob Watson. "He 
was out there every day last summer working his butt 
off. He showed me a great deal of dedication and 
determination." 
Tom Rohling counters with, "If it wasn't for him 
being there every day, and guiding me along, and 
making me work hard, I would never have won that 
award. I owe a great deal to both Coaches Watson 
and Krajack." 
Tom had weighed 228 going into the summer 
program, and came out of it at his season's playing 
weight of 212 lbs. 
Next season Coach Watson's objective is to tone 
Luther Rackley for the rigorous bumps of the schedule 
ahead. 
* * * * * * * * 
besides I cannot judge a hitter in our short preseason Ten years ago at Xavier - On March 22, 1958, 
training, so it's tough to say who goes and who. at Madison Square Garden, XU defeated Dayton 
stays." The third point has Hawk puzzled .. "It ~e- 78-74, in overtime, to cap the NIT championship. 
comes· dark very rapidly once the sun falls beneath Hanle Stein of XU was· the MVP ·of the tourney. 
the (ROTC) hill. Do you thinlc Bolling Green, Toledo, 
and Morehead State are going to like traveling all 
that distance to play seven innings at most. That 
* * * * * * * * 
·extra half hour means a great deal." The fourth 
point is incongruous and needs no discussion. 
The difficult we do immediat.ely: the impossible 
ta,kes a little longer. 
- Air Force Motto 
Second sacker Joe Geraci fields 
a hot grounder during infield 
practiee. 
Muskie 
Morsels 
Muskie Morsels: The XU base-
ball team has had only six outdoor 
practices this spring. . . Jim Hoff, 
former XU second baseman and 
last year's leading hitter, is under 
contract with the Cincinnati Reds 
and is at present working out with 
the Reds farmhands down in Flor-
ida. . . The games canceled were 
second games of twin bllls with 
Northern Illinois, Marlon College, 
Hanover College at home, and 
away games with Morehead State, 
Miami, and Butler University ... 
In basketball, with the demise of 
the Seattle Classic, the team will 
travel to Mobile Ala. to compete 
in the Mobile Classic. . . Other 
teams have not been announced as 
of yet. . . It is only tentative, but 
highly ilkely that Mr. Pangrazio 
will be one of the officials for the 
semt finals and even finals or the 
Ohio high school state champion-
ship. 
A conditioning program has 
been going on for over a month 
In preparatio.; for the Wrestling 
Tournament to be held In the near 
future. Wrestling Is fast becoming 
· a top sport on the high school and 
college level and Is a relatively 
harmless way to test your strength 
and tact Mr. Sullivan would like 
to have more men in the com-
petition, so any interested students 
are encouraged to contact the IM 
office by Friday. 
~~~ The veiled secrecy and confus- -------------~ .. · ion that surrounded last years 
'\t' .; NCAA bid debacle is not wa.nted Do not become alarmed if, 
on April 3, you should feei the 
turf quaking, buildings trembling, 
and crunching sounds emitted from 
a distance for It Is only the Xavier 
football team beginning It's annual 
spring practice. The defensively 
stalwarted squad posted an Impres-
sive 6-3-1 record last year. The 
tenascous team featured victories 
over UC and Miami (away) and 
a tie with Dayton. 
A 8 K 
,, ~;~\~ this year by a!1yone, espE71ally 
. • '~·-.::..~ the players. It 1s also advisable 
t.\; . that Fr. Ratterman attend some of 
· the. games, because the players 
COACH HAWK 
· · · could use fan support. 
* . * * * * * * * 
On May 19th, the last game of the year, the Xavier 
Musketeer baseball team will collide with the Irish of 
Notre Dame nine at Crosley Field. The arrangements 
have been fulfilled. The school officials are setting as 
their goal 2000 people in order to save face. That is 
underestimating the Xavier student body and the 
Cincinnati community in general. The two schools 
themselves carry off the same feelings and exhilarat-
ing enthusiasm which makes it a natural midwest 
rivalry. 
"I have been trying to get Notre Dame. on the 
schedule for ·the last five years," chymed Coach Hawk, 
"And what a surprise it was when Notre Dame Coach 
called and said he would like to play us." 
What a 24;.9 record will do for you! 
• • * * • • * * 
Loyalty is a fairly bygone quality these days, 
especially in the coaching ranks, but Assistant Coach 
Bob Watson exudes it. 
I Before Buz Rldle, former coach 
of We1tminester College, accepted 
the vacant head basketball coach-
ing job at University of Plttabur.1h 
;;11,,::: the job was offered to Tom Car-
. mody, Duke's assistant coach. 
· Carmody happens to be a very 
close friend of Watson's, and 
native Bethel Park Pa resident. He 
called Watson to see if he would COACH WATSON 
llLL IALLI• llLL PllHI 111.L •HI 
A•ll TIE 
COLLEGE MASTER 
SH II Clll •I 111111 
flOGJn .... &lrt:t•llllMCl'COMNmY .,,,«••-
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
To Xavier Students & 
Faculty Members -
See or calf Bob Joseph,. '64 or 
call Bob Ze lina, '68 on Campus 
dOSEPH CHEVROLET CO. 
8733 Colerain Ave. , ~ 
. 522-8000 .... ,,~lllila'W-
SALES SERVICE 
I 
"· 
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Bill Ballner Th and Pl 
Zen Buddh1sm: II 
Our American way of life does 
not seem a good place to talk 
about Buddhism, because so much 
of it is hostile to the . Buddhist 
spirit. Much of the AWL Is cen-
tered around the psssesslon of 
material thll'it,.i, having physical 
Items that usually are very expen-
sive, such as cars, money, clothes, 
etc. Now of course there is nothing 
wrong with this In itself; It Is when 
material possessions becoine the 
most Important thing In your Hre, 
and. when a greedy craving for 
them develops In you so that 
you' re no longer happy until you 
get all the things you decide you 
have to have In order to be happy. 
The only trouble with this Is th11f 
you can never be happy and con-
tent since you'll always want more 
and ~ore due to the Inability of 
material things to ever make you 
truly content and satisfied. Other 
Americans in the AWL look for 
prestige and status through their 
jobs and social positions. This 
fails too. They constantly compare 
themselves to others, hoping to be 
the best Since they never succeed 
in the first two cases, they can't 
win here either. 
The Buddhist says that by men-
tal and physical relaxation, by 
mortification, by meditation and 
contemplation, one can become en-
lightened about himself and the 
world, arid with his insights he 
can change his behavior so as to 
Improve himself and be happier. 
First, he can develop good relax-
ation habits for his body. Exercise, 
rest, a healthy diet, and above all 
a program for continuously grow-
ing more at ease and relaxed phys-
ically - these form the first element. 
By practicing concentration and 
attention he can learn to put his 
mond in a state of pleasant, un-
worried peace. By denying himself 
what is not good for him or what 
he does not need, by not growing 
loo dependent on anYthing, by sac-
rificing to gain some better good, 
he also disciplines his mind and 
body. By meditation he learns to 
look at himself and his life with 
detached, clear attention, seeing 
himself and things as they really 
are. As a result of this ( a much 
longer and more Involved process 
than we can discuss here). he 
learns to accept life without grumb-
ling, but to change what He can to 
make his life better. He learns to 
enjoy the little ordh;~ary things that 
are free and always available, like 
the sunshine and Dowers. He stops 
craving for possessions · and 
instead he begins to see and fee a 
unity, a uneneBS with everything 
that exists. He lives in the present, 
but he truly Lives. In a word, I 
guess you'd say: "DIG!·" 
A discussion on Zen Buddhism 
wlll be held m the Hearth Room 
of the University Center on Sun-
day evening, March 31, at 7:30 
p.m. Zen Buddhism's main Ideas 
wlll be presented by a speaker who 
is also a hippie, and he will show 
how the hippies have tried to live 
the Zen Buddhist philosophy 
within the American way of life 
which Is often hostile to it. 
Some comparisons will also be 
drawn with Christianity, as it ap-
pears In the Gospels and as it Is 
often practiced In Amerh:an life. 
Hague Hos.t 
To Tavern 
Mermaid Tavern announces the 
selection of Dick Hague as host, 
succeeding Tony . Arvelo; Frank. 
Lienhart as drawer, and new mem-
bers Stephan Meyer, Denis Walsh, 
Larry Walter, and Dan Wells. 
Mermaid Tavern Is a semi-
secret literary fraternity patterned 
after the original Mermaid Tavern 
in Elizabethan England. Like any 
other fraternity, the emphasis is on 
spirit and tradition, but there's 
more· to Tavern than arm bands 
and public stunts. Tavern's 17 -18 
members meet once a week in 
the Ratterman House offices to 
read and criticize their original 
literary efforts. Membership is by 
invitation, based on afacultymem'-
ber's recommendation, but is not 
limited to nglish majors. 
Dr. Karl P. Wentersdorf Is the 
present warder (moderator). Fu-
ture plans · Include open poetry 
readings at the Pied Piper. 
'l*lssennaiz. has 
cgle 'Wslz 'lbu ~ta Weta CfJiamoqd 
You're near and she's far. And the 
time has come for the twain to meet. 
To bring you closer, you give her a 
diamond. It gleams with rich clear 
fire. And she wears it with radiance. 
Now, no wide worlds can keep you 
apart. She's enchanted. 
WASSERMAN 
JEWELERS 
605 RACE STREET CINCINNATI 
Open Monday and Thursday Everlings 
Oratorleal Contest. Slated 
The 72nd Annual Alumni Ora-
torical Contest, -open to all day 
and evening division undergrad-
uate students of the University, 
.wm take place on April 3, at 8:00 
p.m. In the Terrace Room of the 
University Center. 
A preliminary round will be 
held on Thursday, March28,from 
3:30-5:00 p.m. In Alter Hall, B-2. 
Those wishing to enter the contest 
must pick up an application at the 
Registrar's omce and return it be-
fore Tuesday, March 26 at 5:00 
p.m. Six finalists will be chosen 
~o appear on April 3 to deliver 
their speeches, which are not to 
exceed ten minutes. The prelimi-
nary round speeches are not to 
exceed 5-6 minutes, and an out-
line must be presented to thejudges 
only for the preliminary. round. 
The oration ls to be an original study or some system of education, 
speech which represents thespeak's culture, or philosophy. 
personal convictions on a serious· · 
subject. The subject Is up to the A panel of faculty members will 
contestant's own descretion, but be the judges. The winner will re-
mlght well be an eulogy or 1iome celve a $100 gold medal which will 
historical or contemporarypenon- be presented by the Alumni Associ-
age· an· analysis or some political ation at the Honors Convocation 
' ' nMa 6 -
social, or religious movement; or a 0 Y • 
Pro Musica Concert 
Violist Robert Jones will be so-
loist for a concert by the Pro 
Muslca Chamber Orchestra Sun-
day March 24, at 8: 15 p.m. in the 
University Center Theatre. 
bell us. 
Normally 25 musicians, the or-
chestra has been expanded to 60 
pieces for thl~ performance. 
Thomas Widlar will conduct the Tickets wlll be availab!~ at the 
program including selections by theatre box office for $2. Special 
Mozart, Walton, Handel and SI~ rate for students and faculty is $1. 
The average 
Evelyn Wood graduate 
Reads 4.7·times faster 
than ·when he· started ... 
£~71/­
READING 
DYNAMICS 
INSTITUTE 
So ... "now I am able to read a book in 
an evening''-"! have more time to spend 
with my friends"-"my concentration is 
better in all my studies"-"! ac~ually 
read what I take home in my brief 
case"-"now I find time for technical 
.. 
reading"-''big b~~~s don't scare me any 
more"-"reading used to bore me--now 
I ·enjoy it"-"even the boss knows I'm 
i·eading more." 
So ... there! 
These expressions from among the 400,000 
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics 
graduates simply say: 
No one HAS to read at the speed of a 
fourth grader; you can i·ead faster and 
understand MORE of what .you read-if 
you really want to. 
Why not find out for yourself? ... 
FOR THE FACTS: CALL 241·0125 
r
-------T0:---------------, 
Evelyn Wood . I 
mal"I Reading Dynamics Institute I 1802 Kroger Building I 
Cincinnati, Ohio 46202 I C0UP0ft 0 Please send descriptive literature I 
NAME 1· 
today sTnEE~·:::::::::::::::;.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I 
Ill! .... a.Ty···:··· ...... , ............. : .... ZIP............ I 
ail:.--- --------------J 
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Paul Maier Cinema 
See How The Run 
and take a breather, or else the 
sheer volume of ii will overwhelm 
you. Not that it's all good. There's 
just a lot of it. 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
SUI Monllom~n Ro .. 
EVANSTON 
One Block South of Dana 
~ ·•\\' Rlocks North of the Dorm 
BACHELOR SERVICE 
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES 
• &\·HOUR SERVICE • 
WANTED RELIEF ·MANAGER 
TWO NIGHTS A WEEK - EXCELLENT PAY 
SHOULD BE 21 AND HAVE SOME EXPERIENCE 
ZING'S PIZZA NORWOOD 
Call BOB SCHELIENGER 281-7698 
Everyone Is larfing. Tee Hee 
and other jolly, gobbling popcorn 
and larfing at the funny war. The 
silly corporal is run!Jlng and his 
m'en want to kill him and it is very 
funny. But now the young soldier 
Is shot in the head and when he 
puts his ·hand to the wound the 
blood 'runs out between his fingers. 
He holds up his bloody hands, 
looks out at the audience, and 
dies. Suddenly no one is laughing. 
Suddenly the war is not funny. 
Lester's big mistake is his belief 
in the currently popular fallacy 
that absurdity can be exposed 
through further absurdity. And so 
he attempts to show the absurdity 
of war by saying absurd things 
about it. It doesn't work. Much r============~====:::;:====================== of the f lm mak  no sense at all;
Corporal Goodbody is an ass. 
He watches the plane crash and 
explode into flames, an,d he shouts 
"Well done, men! Our· first 
victory! " But It was one of his 
own planes. 
The soldier walks µp to his 
commanding officer and stammers: 
"You know, sir, I think I've finally 
realized what's wrong with the 
army, sir; there's not enough hu-
manity in it." The officer tells him 
to shut up. 
Goodbody bribes the German 
officer to let the British troops 
cross the Gf!rman bridge. He gives 
the German officer his personal 
check for 19,000 pounds, and they 
become good friends. The British 
tanks arrive, and the German 
rushes out to welcome them. The 
tanks run over him and crush his 
arms. At the end of his empty coat 
sleeve, his hand still clutches the 
corporal's check. "What's the dif-
ference," says Goodbody, "it would 
have bounced, anyway.'~ 
What's happening?! ?! One 
of the soldiers is a clown who 
shouts nonsensical commands 
through a wooden dummy; ano-
ther hides inside the jeep and re-
fuses to wear any clothes. 
Goodbody inspects his men's feet, 
gives them bubble-gum cards, and 
orders them to do pushups in a 
minefield. 
It all adds up to Richard Les-
ter's newest film, How I Won the 
War (which ma~ or may not be 
playing Cincinnati this week, de-
pending on the whims of our local 
art theater operators). Amorecon-
fused and haphazard film is 
scarcely imaginable; and any at-
tempt to explain it as a coherent 
whole must be doomed from the 
beginning. 
How I Won the War attempts 
to depict the absurdity of war 
through humor. Comedy and vio-
lence are grafted together in all 
sorts of ghastly combinations. 
Sometimes the contrast drives the 
point home; sometimes it fails com-
pletely. It is neither a great film 
nor ~ really bad one, but one of 
those hard-to-classify pictures that 
keeps fluctuating between great-
ness and mediocrity. All the viewer 
can do ls try to separate the good 
from the bad; and there is plenty 
of both. 
One problem is that the film 
attempts too much. There is so 
much action and complexitywithin 
Its two· hours ru°bning time, that 
any viewer who tries to digest it 
all in one sitting is bound to end 
up with a bad case of mental heart-
burn. You have to turn off 
your mind every once in a while 
and w~.at it is supposed to prove 
is beyond me. 
Other flaws include some cheap 
pseudo-symbolism ( spirits of the 
dead play active roles) and a 
shallow attempt to give the themi: · 
universality by making direct ref-
erences to the war in Vietnam. 
On the other hand, there are 
some excellent individual scenes, 
and the acting is consistently good. 
Michael Crawford (he was the 
knackless one in The Knack, Les-
ter's last film) plays Corporal 
Goodbody; and John Lennon (be-
spectacled and beardless in his pre-
Pepper days) plays Private 
Gripweed. Lennon is on screen a. 
lot, making funny faces and 
saying cryptic Lennon-like things; 
and he delivers a nice soliloquy 
in the final scenes of the film. Fans · 
should get a bang out of it. 
One aspect of the film is most 
unusual: the audience is included 
in the action. The soundtrack in-
cludes occasional bursts of laugh-
ter and applause from an unseen 
audience, for whose pleasure the 
whole grisly affair is being acted 
out. 
One of the strongest scenes oc-
curs in the desert, after a long, 
hot day of marching. The young 
soldier, suffering from shell-shock, 
needs a drink of water, but Grip-
weed has stupidly disposed of it 
all. The young soldier goes to. 
pieces. He trembles violently and 
cries, suddenly terrified of some 
unknown danger. Another soldier 
rushes to him and begins rocking 
him like a baby; the others stand 
around in embarrassed silence. 
The camera moves in for a 
close-up. 
"Get that camera out of her," 
shouts a soldier; "Q'mon, have a 
heart." But the camera pushes in 
closer, and we see the young sol-
dier reduced to hysterical fear. 
"Please, buddy, take the camera 
away," says a bystander, "don't 
let them see this.'' 
"Aw," says Lennon, "let the bas-
tards see it.'' 
The camera pulls back to a shot 
of a theater; and we see the reac-
tions of the audience as the young 
soldier appears on the screen. No 
one seems to care. " 
The thesis of How I Won the 
War is very unequivocal: it is the 
officers who are responsible for 
war; it is better to kill them than 
to allow ourselves to be killed for 
them. No one had the courage to 
kill Corporal Goodbody. If they 
had, says Lester, he wouldn't be 
around years later to tell everyone 
how all of his men died, and how 
"he won the war. 
PB"• Trlun1J1·ll 
On Saturday, March 16, Co. 
G-1 competed in a drill meet at 
Case Institute in Cleveland, Ohio. 
G-1 competed against such other 
teams as Case, Youngstown, Grove 
City College, John Carroll Univer-
sity, Kent State, and the University 
of Pittsburg to mention a few and 
walked off with almost every tro-
phy available. 
L. Wee commanding and a third 
place in Squad competition with 
2Lt. Doug Hudson commanding. 
Master Sgt. Frank Hyle and 2Lt .. 
Doug Hudson captured first and 
ninth places respectively in the In-
dividual competition. 
G-1 -concluded the meet by plac-
ing second in overall competition. 
Case Institute took the top honors 
in this category. 
This was G-1 ;s .second meet of the season and hopes remain high 
for continued success in the remain-
der of the season. Co. G-1 will 
travel to the University of Dayton 
this weekend to compete in the Sec-
ond Battalion Drill Meet. 
If yoa don't agree that 
basin~ss destroys indlvidaality, 
·maybe it's because yoa're an 
individual. 
There's certain campus talk that claims vide things Bell telephone companies need. 
individuality is dead in the business world. Because communications are changing fast, 
That big business is a big brother destroy- these needs are great and diverse. 
ing initiative. . Being involved ~ith a system that helps 
But freedom of thought and action, when keep people in toucl1, lets doctors send car-
backed with reason and conviction's cour- diagrams across country for quick analysis, 
age, will keep and nurture individuality helps transmit news instantly, is demand-
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences, ing. Demanding of individuals. 
and in business. If your ambition is strong and your abili-
Scoffers to the contrary; the red corpus- ties commensurate, you'll never be truly 
cles of individuality p1,1y _off. No mistake. happy with the status quo. You'll seek 
Encouraging indivi!iuality rather than ways to change it and-wonderful feeling!-
suppressing it is polie-y~ a business like some of them will w•irk. 
Western Electric-:--wherc we make and pro- Could be at Western Electric. 
·Iii\ W~st~rn E/tctric ~ MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE Rfll SYSTfM 
In Exhibition Squad Drill, ·com-
manded by 2Lt. Robert L. Rice, 
G-1 took a first place trophy. The 
Exhibition Platoon, commanded 
by 2Lt. Joseph C. Dooley, followed 
by· capturing the top place in that 
category. The IDH Drill competi-
tion resulted in G-1 taking a first 
place in Platoon with 2Lt. Robert 
~ ._ J,••:•'Y"t -, • \ \",•, \ ~' .... o1 • O, .. ' '• f0 " \. < • "•; J"' • •.•.t,' •. '• '·'• ,• 0 , ·.,· .. •..,', ~ o •"•'•'•.·,•~•.,•,.·.·~· .. ·,•.,-,•.•.,•_..•.,.•,,• ... • .. •,;ow"• 
. -
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Robert G. H7 est A Gift From the Mayor 
FULL CIRCLE By GOSH 
The Economics Club will hold 
Its next monthly meeting on Sun-
ay, March 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Cash Room at Logan Hall. The 
An anonymous visitor lert a 
._ _____________________ ..., ___ _., message in the News copy basltet 
One of my instructors, an Eng-
lish chap, pointed out that the poet 
Thomas Hardy was quick to write 
on "the little ironies or life." And 
so he was. One SU~ poem tells 
. of an old poor Englishman who, 
with his wife was going to be sent. 
to a resting home in his old age. 
It was the custom of the resting 
home to separate the men from the 
women during their stay, which 
was, naturally the rest of their 
lives. 
Now this rule made thepoorold 
Englishman very happy, for he 
had looked forward for many 
years to be rid of his wife's nag-
ging. As the two are riding to the 
home, a warden of the· place takes 
pity on them and makes an excep-
tion to the rule, thus allowing them 
fo remain together in their old age, 
much to the agony of the English-
man. 
And thus ends the poem, and 
this introduction, about the "little 
ironies of life.• 
But they are still with us, those 
ironies of life. Jn fact, they may 
be more predominate now than 
ever. 
Take for Instance the billboards 
around town whichcarrymessages 
from some national organization. 
of advertisers. "Truth in Advertis-
ing Is Good Business," they read. 
Now that alone is ironic enough 
for most. But the national council 
(whatever its name is) then pro-
ceeds to further its message at the 
bottom of the billboard iri letters 
about the size of a hangnail on 
your little finger. I don't have any 
idea what the sign says. Ijustthink 
it's one of the more intelligent 
things I've seen lately, especially 
XU To Host 
Verkamp 
Debate 
The annual Verkamp debate 
finals will be held on Sunday, 
March 31, at 3:30 p.m.intheKelly 
Auditorium, reports Fr. Lawrence 
J. Flynn, S.J. 
The academic-cultural program 
is spomored ·by XU's oldest 
socii;ty, the Phllopedian Debate 
Society, which now Is under the 
direction of the Communication 
Arts Department. 
The foplc for debate will be: 
Resolved: That the Federal g~vern­
ment should guarantee a minimum 
annual cash Income to all citizens. 
A panel of judges selected from 
among Cincinnati-area lawyers, 
µoctors, and other professional 
men and women will determine the 
winning team and also select the 
outstanding debater for the Ver-
kamp gold medal, established by 
Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp, '77. 
The Xavier Debate Team, under 
the direction of Mr: Mr. Mark 
Greenberger, wlll host the debate. 
•~··· ~·. ·. : . . 
Truman Capote's 
IN COLD 
81.JOOD 
~--. .,. ....... ~ 
,,,,,,.,,.,, _ ,,,_ r: !JJ 
_,_,, .•..::; ;;,,.,; ·"'-
<~ ·i·.·. ·' 
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since it was created by an adver-
tising council. 
In fact, 1968 seems to abound 
In little ironies. It seems interesting 
to me that just four years ago the 
President of the United States, Lyn-
don Johnfon, told a campaign 
audience that he would definitely 
not send American boys to fight 
someone else's war. Events of late 
make that statement seem strangely 
discordant. 
Another ironic note was sounded 
in 1964 after the election results 
were in. Richard Nixon told re-
porters that they could no longer 
look forward to picking on him. 
Poor Richard. But he's back, of 
course, pledging that if elected, he'll 
do darn near the same thing Pres-
ident Johnson is doing. Losing. 
Lady Bird .Johnson can take 
credit for one of the funniest things 
said lately by any big wig. It seems. 
that the morning 
that the morning of the New 
Hampshire primary, NBC report-
ed that the first 15 ballots to be 
reported were all cast for McCar-
thy and others. None. for LBJ. 
What do you think of that, Lady 
Bird, asked President Johnson. I 
think the day's bound to get better, 
she answered. Everyone laughed. 
Now who's laughing? 
Little ironies blossom closer to 
home, too. The people in Kentucky 
were tired of the Democrats. They 
elected a Republican. Then the Re-
.. publican elects a five percent sales 
tax. Cute, huh? 
And so it goes. George Wallace 
calls himself a Democrat. And so 
it will continue. You threw away 
your "Kennedy for President" 
button four ago. 
Spring Weekend, 1968 - The 
Campus Student Association has 
the contracts for Spring Weekend, 
April 26-28, signed, sealed, and 
delivered. Non-stop sound! ! ! ! 
recently. A message, or perhaps 
we should say, a question. Our 
friend wanted to know what's with 
the coat-of-arms that is now 
hanging in the Xavier Grill. 
The coat-of-arms of the town 
of Auch. 
Well, would you believe it -
that is the coat-<>f-arms of the town 
of Auch, France. It was in Auch 
that the original statue of D'Ar-
tagnan was constructed, anp it is 
also in Auch that the sculptor An-
dre Tauzlede is making the statue 
that will appear.in the Xavier mall 
as part of the Class of '68 gift. 
Prom Set-
The officers of the Junior Class 
have announced that on March 29, 
1968, the class will hold its prom 
at the Pavilion Room of the Nether-
land Hilton Hotel. Music will be 
provided by Denny Heglin, and 
The Banned. The doors will open 
at 8:30 p.m. and the music will 
start at nine o'clock. It will run 
until 1 :00 a.m. Attire is formal. 
Prom Bids are $5.00 and went. 
on sale last Wed., March 20, atthe 
ticket booth across from the grill. 
For further information or ques-
tions contact Bob White, Husman 
462, 631-0110, or Jack O"foole, 
221-7881. 
Love? 
Concern is love~·· 
Demonstrating is love. 
Helping is love. 
Commitment is love. 
Interdependency is love. 
Interaction is love. 
A flower is love. 
A person is l()ve. 
Learning is love. 
Teaching is love. 
Love is power. 
A thought to your future and to other futures is in order 
now that you are prepared to do something. Are you pre: 
pared to do something where it really counts? 
Now that you have finished being taught, will you teach? 
If you are a graduating senior anticipating a Bachelor's 
degree by June '68, you may be eligible to teach on a full-
time basis in the Chicago Public Schools. In the Inner 
City. Where you are needed. Arrange for an interv_iew 
with a representative from the Chicago Public Schools 
who will be recruiting on this campus soon. 
For additional information and an interview, fill in the 
coupon. Mail it. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Director of Teacher Recruitment • Chic110 Public Schools • 
• Room 1120 • 221 N. LI S1tle Street, Chlc110, llllnols, _, • 
• Name . • 
• School • 
• Address • 
• • • City State Zip__ • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
The mayor of Auch sent the 
coat-of-arms to Xavier University 
as a good-will gesture. Eventually, 
it made its way to the Grill, to take 
its place ne?<t to the D'Artagnan . 
murals as part of the artificially 
constructed abnosphere that per-
vadiis our infamous eating place. 
aln speaker will be Mr. William 
P. Sheehan, the Executive Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Cincinnati 
A1''L-CIO Labor Council. 
Beer and· refreshments will be 
served at the meeting and a door 
prize will also be offered.. . 
MONEY: THE STORY OF AN ENGINEER 
We all know, of course, that in this age of technology 
every engineering senior .is receiving fabulous offers of 
employment, but do we-·realize just how fabulous these 
offers are? Do we comprehend just how keenly industry 
is competing? To illustrate, let me cite the true and typi-
cal case of E. Pluribus Ewbank, a true and typical senior. 
One day last week while strolling across the 'M. I. 't 
campus, E. Pluribus was hailed by a portly and prosper-
ous man who sat in a yellow convertible studded with 
precious gem stones. "Hello," said the portly and pros7 
perous man; "I am Portly Prosperous, president of 
American .Xerographic Data Processing and Birth Con-
trol, Incorporated. Are you a senior?" 
"Yes, sir," said E. Pluribus. 
"Do you like this car?" said Portly. 
"Yes, sir," said- E. Pluribus. 
"It's yours," said Portly. , 
"Thanks, hey," said E. Pluribus. · 
"Do you like Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades?" 
said Portly. · 
"What clean living, clean shaven American does not?" 
said E. Pluribus. 
"Here is a pack," said Portly. "And· a new pacl~ will 
be delivered to you every twelve minutes as long as you 
live." 
"Thanks, hey," said E. Pluribus . 
"Would your wife like a mink coat?" said Portly. 
'!I feel sure she would," said E. Pluribus, "but I am 
not married." 
"Do you want to be?" said Portly. 
"What clean living, clean shaven American does not?" 
said E. Pluribus. 
Portly pressed a button on the dashboard of the con-
vertible and the trunk opened up and out came a nubile 
maiden with golden hair, rosy knees, a perfect disposi-
tion, and the appendix already removed. "This is Svet-
lana O'Toole," said.Portly. "Would you like to marry her?" 
"Is her appendix out?" said E. Pluribus. 
"Yes," said Portly. 
"Okay, hey," said E. Pluribus. 
"Congratulations," said Portly. "And for the happy 
bride, a set of 300 monogrammed prawn forks." 
"Thanks, hey," said Svetlana. - ..-; 
"Now then," said Portly to E. Pluribus, "let us get 
down to business. My company will start you at $75,000 
a year.'"You will retire at full salary upon reaching the 
age of 26. We wiJI give you an eleven-story house made of 
la pis lazuli, each room to be stocked with edible furniture. 
Your children will receive a pack of Personna Super 
Stainless Steel Blades every twelve minutes as long as they· 
shall live. We will keep your teeth in good repair and also 
the teeth of your wife and children unto the third genera-
tion. \.Ye will send your dentist a pack of Personna Super 
Stainless Steel. Blades every twelve minutes as long as- , 
he shall live, and thereafter to his heirs and assigns ..• 
Now, son, I want you to think ci\refully about this offer. 
Meanwhile here is 50 thousand dollars in small, un-
marked bills which places you under no obligation what-
soever." 
"Well, it certainly seems like a fair offer," said E .. 
Pluribus. "But there is something you should know. I am 
not an engineer. In fact I don't go to M.I.'t at all. I just 
walked over here to admire the trees. I am at Harvard, 
majoring in Joyce Kilmer." 
"Oh," said Portly. 
"I guess I don't get to keep the money and the con-
vertible and the Personnas and the broad, do I?" said E. 
Pluribus. · 
"Of course you do," said Portly. "And if you'd like the job, my offer still stands." · 
* * * © 19Gll, Ma• Shulma~ ,_ 
Sp1111ki11g o/ svimlth, i/ yo". "'""' ,, lrrdy ru:h, 1r1dy 
l1u:11riom1 11h11v1!, lry Per11onn11 lll111/e11, reg11l11r or injec• 
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